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Abstract 
Various physical and chemical biosensors are commercially available and many additional medical 
devices are under active development.   Financial announcements from small companies, licensing 
agreements and patent mapping are useful in estimating progress of new technologies towards the 
market.   Categories of existing products include blood glucose meters, point-of-care devices with more 
extensive assay menus and emerging wearable and implanted devices.   Historical background and 
leading examples of each type of device will be described to indicate the rate of progress in the field and 
the state-of-the-art in medical sensing capabilities.   These biosensors generally include either an optical 
or electrochemical transducer element along with analyte specific biochemical material needed for 
selective sensing.   An overview of various analyte recognition modalities will be presented including both 
analytical reagent addition and reagent-free formats.   Finally, consideration to the type of sample (blood, 
sweat and tears) and opportunities for continuous measurements will be addressed. 
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